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CHAPTER
BIODIVERSITY

3.1

THREE

PROBLEM

ANALYSIS

Introduction

harmony with each other, interacting and competing for available resources
he
ecosystem
natural environment
which
organisms
in
which,
withoutprovides
externaltheinterference
or natural within
disaster,
usually
remain live
about
sufficient to sustain a natural equilibrium

among all

life forms within that ecosystem.

However, the exigencies of modernity in terms of the provision of infrastructure (roads,
bridges, airports, sea ports, military bases); plantation and subsistence agriculture;

the need

for medical care (use of tree barks and leaves) or the need to satisfy habits and tastes
(preference of wildlife meat to domestic animals) and the trappings of tradition (choice of
skins of endangered wildlife as symbol of authority) would naturally lead to biodiversity
degradation and distortion of the natural equilibrium.
equilibrium calls for the understanding

The establishment

of the natural

of the underlying issues driving the degradation

and

the mechanisms to control them. Analysis of the problems associated with habitat protection
and identification

of objectives to be attained in the conservation

complicated by the nature of the interdependence

of every ecosystem

between life forms in the ecosystem.

are

How,

for example, do you protect and conserve the frog without reducing the reptile population ?
How do you strike the balance between the need to maintain sustainable elephant population
in an ecosystem such as the semi-arid ecosystem in Cameroon known for its water/food
scarcity and high human population ?
Chapter one (Section 1.3.2, Table 1.1) presented the ecosystems that had been retained
for the Cameroon NBSAP process.
examine the problems associated
real causes from the symptoms.

In this section a problem tree analysis approach is used to
with each ecosystem, allowing us to clearly distinguish
This ties up with Art. 7 of the CBD.

analysis enables us define the goals, objectives and related actions.
(3.2-3.7) summarise the major problems identified in each ecosystem.

the

The problem tree

The following "trees"
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Marine

and coastal

ecosystem

tree continued

Deteriorating
resource base

[

I

J

87

Inappropriate use
of intensification
technology

* Unsustainabte exploitation of biodiversity resources;
overharvesting of aquatic resources for subsistence and
commercial
purposes,

Increased
population

Limited financialresourees

Weak institutional capacity to
manage resources sustainably due to
lack oftrainedpersonnel,of
appropriate infrastructure and
equipment

Weak
legislation /
enforcement
"corruption"

problem

Increased demand
from international
andnationalmarkets

* Problems of pollution from petroleum-mining
companies and agric chemicals

Increased demand at
household and
individual
level

Inadequate
marketprices

Lack of
financial
resources for
other
alternatives

[

87

86

Limited public
awareness of the
needtoconserve
biodiversity.

* Uncontrolled implantation of
plantations
andconstruction
of
infrastructures.

I

Weak application of
convention: agreements
suchas UNCLOS

87

Marine

and

coastal

ecosystem

and

problem

I

tree (continued)

I

Non exploitation of
traditional
knowledge

resource base

* Uncontrolled implantation of plantations
and construction of infrastructures.

87

Limited public

Weak

i
intensification

application
of
conventions:

Problems of

[

I

awareness
ofthe
need to conserve
{

people

andpublicinstitutions.
NGOs and indigenous

Non implication and
sensitisationof all

technology

Ignorance of the

ag'cements
such as
UNCLOS

Non participation

importance
of
traditional knowledge

biodiversity

* Unsustainable exploitation of biodiversity
resources; overharvesting of aquatic resources
for subsistence and commercial purposes.

enforcement

· Problems of pollution from
petro}eum miningcompumes
agric chemicals

international and national

"corruption"

I
household and
markets

[

of local
communities

Lack
ofenvironmental
impact assessment.

individuallevels

Lack
oftrained
personnel

I
Insufficient financial resources for

3.3

[

Tropical

* Unsustainable
harvesting
oftimber
andnon-limber
products

I
exploitation techniques
/ materials

Lack
ofknowledge,
limited access to
appropriate
technology; limited
financial resources

humid

dense forest problem

[
* Lack of care and
propervalueof
forests

[
minor type exploiters
I

W

Strongdemandfor
forest biological
products increased

I
}
I

Increased domestic demand

I
Increased population

tree

* Uncontrolledforest fires

Lack of adequate policy, legislation
and institutional framework to ensure
effective resource management;
conventions
notratified;weaklaw
enforcement,

[

Increased international
demand

[
Lack of foreignexchange

v,,--

of

m

* Unplanned
occupation
of
forestreserve
for
extmforestry
activities

Inadequate
management

stateforests

88

I

I

* Pressure
onforestresources /
fordailysubsistence

Lack of incentives for sustainable
exploitation

4

I

'I ropical

humid

* Unsustainable
harvesting of timber and
non-timber products

traditional
knowledge

dense

I

forest

problem

Lack of care and
proper value of
forests

forests (ecosystems,
uses...)

tree

* Uncontrolled
forest fires

I

Increased food
demand

Increased
hunting

(continued)

Limited
resources
forresearch
on forest ecosystem, function
and ethnology and evaluation
of forest biodiversity;
insufficient inventories

Increasedpopulation

* Unplanned occupation of
forest reserve for
extraforestt3' activities

I
90

Shiftingcultivation

I

I
Increased demand for
firewood due to

Lack of financial
resources

* Pressure on forest resources for daily
subsistence

I

Inappropriate
landuse
practices / farming

I

Unsustainable
harvesting of

systems

87

firewood

I

Limited access to
alternative sources of

Lack of access to information,
knowledgetechnology

_

I.

Tropical

I

humid

* unsustainable
harvesting of limber and
nontimber
products

dense

forest

problem

I

tree

* Lack of care and
proper value of forests

{

{

* uncontrolled forest
fires

(continued)

I

hunting

Inappropriate land tenure
systems

Lack of training and
extension programmes

uses...)
forests (ecosystems,

Lack of knowledge of
sustainable exploitation

traditional knowledge

Limited research in
sustainableagriculture

{

I

I

91

/

* unplanned occupation of
forest
reserve
for
extraforestry activities

cultivation

I
I
Lack of participation,
empowerment of local
communities, women.

Lack of institutionalisation of
participatory approach

-

{

9O

I

systems
practices/farming

I

* pressure on forest resources for
dailysubsistence

firewood
}harvesting of

l

/

1

Tropical

humid

problem

I

tree (continued)

Constmctio
n of dams,
roads,
railways,
etc.

I

* Unplannedoccupation
of forestreservefor
extraforestry acticities

I
Expansionof
commercial
agriculture,
plantations

* uncontrolled
forestfires

Inappropriatelandtenure
systems

* lack of care and proper
valueof forests

dense forest

* Unsustainableharvestingof
timberandnontimberproducts

I

I

Increased encroachment of
agriculture and pastoral
activities
inforest
areas

Increaseddemandfor
fooddueto
population
increase

Increasedaccessto
forestarease.g.new
roads,new
commercial
industries

* Pressureon forest
resourcesfordaily
subsistence al_

I
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I

Unclear
delimitationof
forestresources;
lackofplanned
forest
land
use

Clearing of forest areas for
commercial
activities
and
infrastructure development

I

Insufficient
coordinationof
thedifferent
stakeholder
activities,
interests
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Tropical

I

wooded

I fires
*Uncotollable forest

I

savannah

ecosystem

I

problem

(continued)

I
of
conservationstructures
*Insufficient

Inappropriate agro-pastoml
technics that lead to want of
more pasture for grazing

timber,
fuel wood,harvesting
wildlife and
*Uncontrollable
of
other biological resources

Neglet by cattle farmers to conserve
animals food in times of plenty to
use in times of inadequacy

Lack of knowledge, education,
due to inadequate agro-pastoral
extention services

I
biological resources
and of
their
*Insufficient
knowledge
socio-economic importance

I

I

I

i

to
local conditions
due to
*Exotic
breeds inadequate
environmental slxess,
nutrition, illness

Inadequate delimitation of
grazing lands

94

I

conflicts
Farmer-glazer

I

Slash and bum
agriculture that results
in shortage of/and
impoverishment of
farm lands

1

I
Uncontrollable bush
fires

3.5

See forest ecosystem

park's population
vs. state
Disagreement
management
ofon

Semi-arid

ecosystem

problem

tree

* Insufficient structures of
conservation methods

See tropical wooded
savannah

I
Sec tropical wooded savannah

Non respect of cultural values of rural
populations by state agents

knowledgeecology
of the

* Insufficient

*Unsustainable
harvesting of fuel
wood and fauna

Non participation of the population
on its creation

* Farmer - grazer
conflicts

Sec tropical wooded
savannah
I

* Inadequate knowledge
of biological resources
and their socioeconomic importance

96

95

I

* Drought/
desertification

96

_

fires,

Absence of

Semi-arid

governmental study

ecosystem

problem

harvesting of fuel
wood and fauna

tree (continued)

structures of
conservation
,,methods

conflicts

Inadequate inventory of

I
Lack of

Inadequate

]

of biological resources
and their sccio-economic
importance

I

Deforestation

.,." under forest

See"*unsustainable

[

1 [
species and negligence of

r
/ information

_aluation materials
biological
of
in
terms
ofcollections
chamcterisation
/

]

/

cultivated
domesticated
andspecies
wild relatives of

socio--economie
impact
and on the
/ genetics
economic
evaluation
on the political
and
}- exchange m

--

harvesting

[ watermanagement

}

j

[

,

96

Desertification / drought

]

J

1

1

Insufficiemfinancial
_[ resources

including water storage
[ Poor water management

f Insufficient knowledge / expertise in ]

I

o_

*Deficient
management of
montane ecosystem

3.6

specialists, infi'astructures
andactions for proper
ecosystem management
Insufficient
number Of

_,lontane

ecosystem

I
*Uncontrolled
fires

See forest ecosystem

/ law
enforcement
Weak legislation

problem

1

tree

*Overexploitation
of
theresources

See forest
ecosystem

occupation of
spaces

IlUnplanned

(oanu!luo_l

98

I

I

97

*inadequate
management
of
ecosystem
andthe
zone
of influence

98

land use

See forest ecosystem

Inappropriate

Inapprolaaate
agropastoral techniques

aaJ_ malqoJ d tuals_sOaa P!Je-!tuas

I

Loss of soil fertility and
productivity

I

]
Deforestation

Increased water nm-off

*Impaired
ecosystem
function

I

1

Montane

ecosystem

problem

* Deficientmanagementof
montane
ecosystem

Lack of knowledge

I
Lack of/inadequate O'aining

tree (continued)

* Uncontrolled
fires

* overexploitationof
theresources

Lack of ! Inappropriate
infrastructure

Lack of financial resources

i
* Imparted ecosystem
function

i

Undemtilisafion of the
ecotouristic potential

* InapproPriate
agro-pastoral
techniques

I

Insufficientknowledge of
the available resources
and their dynamics

growth
Population
pressure

* Inadequate

I

managementof
ecosystem and the zones

ofinfluence

1

Shortage of arable
land or increased
demand for
agricultural land

I

98

andinternational
Increased
domestic
demand

Mnntnne

ecosystem

66

oroblem

tree

(continued)
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Freshwater

ecosystem

problem

I
ecosystem and components

I
biological resources
* Unsustainable
exploitation
of

I
Household and
municipal wastes

tree (continued)

I
,

vulnerability

* Increased

101

of the

I

ecosvstem

Use of the environmentally
harmful techniques

I

Waste industrial mn-offs

I

J

techniques / infrastructure

Lack of environmentally friendly

I
legislationor enforcement
I Inexisting or ineffective

I

* Waterpollution

Waste agricultural mn-offs

* Inadequate
knowledge
of

f
Uncontrolled urban
growth

'

education

High cost or non availability of less harmful
or no access to clean technology

Inadequate awareness and lack of

I

techniques or imports ofobsolete technology

ILack°''°re*
exc_geI

lO0

m

tree (continued)
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I

problem

I

ecosystem

J

Freshwater

I

* Increase vulnerability of the ecosystem

semi-arid areas

Drought and poor
drainage in savannah and

of water table

I

* Water pollution

I

I
I

Damconstruction,
irrigation,
flood

Perturbation

* Unsustainable exploitation of
ecosystem and components

I
and salinisation

Natural gas production

Increased
and
population
market
growth
demand

following introduction of exotic
species
Loss of indigenous spocms

* Inadequate knowledge of
biological resources

I

siltation

i
legislation
orlegislation

enforcement

Lack of awareness of

I

Soil erosion

I

I
unfriendly

Increased Waterrun. offs

i
Use ofenvirortmentally
exploitation techniques
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The workshop held in Limbe (MINEF, 1997a) identified the following core problems:
·

In the marine and coastal areas: loss ofbiodiversity

and degradation of ecosystem;

·

In the tropical humid dense forest: progressive reduction in vegetal cover;

·

In tropical wooded savannah areas: ecosystem

degradation due to loss of biodiversity -

over harvesting of floral and faunal wild and domestic species;
·

In the semi-arid areas: the ecosystem degradation due to loss of biodiversity-over
harvesting of floral and faunal wild and domestic species;

·

In montane areas: ecosystem degradation due to loss of montane biological resources;

·

In fresh water areas: ecosystem degradation due to loss of fresh water species,
The causes of these core problems, identified by ail the categories of stake-holders

were then organised in cause and effect chains forming problem trees as indicated above.
When new problems will be identified, they will be added easily to the problem trees. The
Limbe workshop translated the problem trees into objectives and action trees and identified
sets of key actions expressed as strategic goals targeting the underlined causes of the core
problems. The full list of actions is given under the Action Plan in chapter five. In identifying
actions addressing the identified problems, the workshop drew particular attention to linking
CBD provisions to other biodiversity - related conventions to which Cameroon is party, in
particular the UNFCCC, the CCD, CITES, UNCLOS.
The participatory

approach

has been used in developing

the NBSAP

process,

involving stakeholders and their concerns for issues affecting their access to, their use of, and
their conservation
participation
endeavours

of biodiversity.

This has

been necessary

will also be required in the management

because

their effective

of the NBSAP and biodiversity

in the country.

The main stakeholders

in biological diversity in Cameroon consist of the government,

local communities, economic interest groups, scientific communities,
organisations,

tourists, and, the international

non governmental

community.

The direct interests of these stakeholders in biological resources are discussed below:

(a)

The Government:

Ministries of the Environment and Forestry; Agriculture;

Mines, Water and Energy Resources;
Planning
Transport;

& Housing;

Livestock,

Industry & Commerce;

Scientific & Technical Research;

Fisheries & Animal Industries;

Territorial

Town

Administration;

Public Works;

Tourism; Culture; Justice.

The municipal

authorities fall within this category. The major roles of the ministries in biodiversity

include
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the development

of policies, programmes,

and funding. These services regulate, conduct

research, and exploit biological resources according to their respective mandates.

(b)

Local or village communities,

under the leadership of traditional chiefs

(themselves auxiliaries of the administration):
·

Legal entities: Co-operatives
acquire a community

and Common Initiative Groups (CIGs). They can

forest, hunting, farming or other ground for themselves

according to Article 27 of the Forestry, Wildlife and Fisheries Law NO-94/01 of
January 1994, and in this manner, exploit various components

of biodiversity

for

varied reasons.

·

The youths who collect and use biological resources (for food and/or money) their
livelihoods,

their demand for them today aggravated

by the current economic

austerity situation.

·

Women who represent about 60 per cent of the population (villages): interest in
biological

resources involves their pre-occupation

(c) Handicraft

and commercial

exploiters:

with agricultural activities.

(logging companies, fishing companies,

commercial hunters): interest here is economic at various degrees

(d) Scientific Communities:

whose major interests are in maintaining, developing

and exploring the scientific potential ofbiodiversity.

(e) Non-governmental

Organisations

under the Law on liberty of Associations
headquarters,

(N9 90/053 of 19 December

1990). Their

as well as their funding sources, determine whether they are local, national or

international.
sustainability

(NGOs): This category is formed in Cameroon

Several

NGO's

in the country

are specifically

orientated

towards

the

of biological diversity.

(f) Tourists:
satisfaction of

for recreation, the beauty of the environment

(eco-tourism),

and the

the knowledge of the existence of certain species etc.. Places most often

visited include national parks, game reserves, botanical/zoolog/cal gardens and lakes.

/
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(g) The international
specific technical organisations

community:

with interests generally expressed

concerned with world wide pre-occupations

Union, UNEP, WWF, [UCN, CITES including, inter alia, conservation,
trade.

The participation
workshops and meetings.

by some

(e.g. European
exploitation

of all these groups was ensured by their representation

and

at the various

